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ubisoft's prince of persia is one seriously bad dude. he has been
through a myriad of adventures over the years--ranging from his

early pc quests through the dungeons of ancient iran to last year's
smash console hit, where he added the ability to control time to his
already imposing repertoire of tricks. the prince has also appeared

in a few mobile games courtesy of ubi's mobile counterpart
gameloft, which has experienced great critical and commercial
success. by all indications, both the prince and the developer

geared up considerably for prince of persia: warrior within, which
will be simultaneously released for console and mobile. this game

expands upon prince of persia: the sands of time's excellent
framework in almost every conceivable dimension; it adds more

moves, more levels, more puzzles, better graphics and sound, and
more replay value to a product that had already been buffed to a

high sheen. unsurprisingly, this level of effort has resulted in one of
the finest platform games ever created for mobile phones. warrior
within's puzzles are largely similar to those of the sands of time,

although the game includes a few minor changes. one of the most
important changes is the new, free-flow combat system. in this

game, the prince is able to attack from multiple directions, meaning
that you no longer have to dash between enemy attacks.

additionally, the prince can now counterattack by pressing a certain
button. this makes the combat sequences quite a bit more fun to

experience. you'll need to use your cunning, timing and quick
reflexes to outmaneuver your foes.
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prince of persia: warrior within begins in the desert of the middle
east, where the prince awakens in the midst of a sandstorm. he

starts the game by using a stone to draw a path on a wall, which he
uses to descend to the palace of the king. while there, he is

magically transported into the future where he must travel through
time in order to rescue princess leila, who has been kidnapped.

prince of persia: warrior within is a game that will challenge players
at every turn. when the prince arrives at the palace, he uses magic
to draw a path on a wall, which he can then use to descend down to

the area below. this descent is essential to solving the puzzles,
which range from restoring the life of a statue to helping the prince
escape from the palace guards. prince of persia: warrior within also

contains a variety of moving platforms, which will be essential to
completing the game. the graphics and sound are both marvelous
on series 60 java handsets. the environments are sharply rendered

in a range of fairy-tale bright colors, and there are numerous
instances of extra visual detail--like the mice that crawl in and out

of the holes for spike traps--that really add a lot to the overall
presentation. furthermore, all of the game's complex, highly varied

animation runs comparatively smoothly through the entire
experience. prince of persia: warrior within also has first-rate music
and sound effects. it's rare to find a series 60 game that uses both
elements effectively, but this game does, juxtaposing snippets of
music against the groans and clanks of hand-to-hand combat. the
game also includes a vibrant opening theme to prime you for your

journey to the middle east. 5ec8ef588b
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